
Suggested number of creatures per element and role of PCs at various scales 
 

Notional figure 
scale 

 10:1 100:1 250:1 500:1 

Blades, Spears 40 400 1000 2000 

Shooters, 
Warband, 
Hordes 

30 300 750 1500 

Beasts, Riders, 
Knights, Flyers, 
Lurkers, 
Sneakers 

20 200 500 1000 

Behemoths, 
Artillery 

1-5? 10-25? 25-50? 100-200? 

Characters level 
1-4 

1 + 10 henchmen Champion only Champion only Champion only 

Characters level 
5-10 

1 1 +10 henchmen Champion only Champion only 

Characters level 
11-15 

1 1 1 +10 henchmen Champion only 

Characters level 
16+ 

1 1 1 1 +10 henchmen 

 
Characters can be fielded as Clerics, Wizards, Heroes, Paladins, or Sneakers, as appropriate to 
class, if high enough level to rate a “1” or “1+10 henchmen.”  “Henchmen” are assumed to be 
followers, loyal hirelings, apprentices, squires, or bodyguards, as appropriate.   
 
“Champion only” means the character may only be fielded as part of another regular element 
(Blades, Riders, etc.) as appropriate to class. 
 
So a 3

rd
 level fighter can be fielded as a “Hero” if the game is being played at the notional scale of 

1:10 AND he has 10 or so henchmen to assist him.  At greater scales he could only serve as a 
unit champion. 
 
The number of creatures/machines need to field Dragons, Airboats, Behemoths, Artillery, and 
Gods are up to DM’s discretion.    
 
According to my calculations DBA seems to represent something close to the 1:250 scale, 
although for certain periods (Hellenistic, Roman, Later Medieval, etc.) the scale is probably closer 
to 500:1 or even 1000:1.  At the smaller scales the DM could decide to alter shooting ranges and 
movement, but since HOTT is just modeling the macro effects, and not simulating specific 
battlefield events as they occur, I would leave them alone. 
 
I would follow the suggestions in John W. Vogel, Jr.’s HOTT d20 rules regarding what kinds of 
elements the various classes should be fielded as or champion, but I’d add that Clerics can also 
be champions in Spear or Knight elements, Druids in Beasts and Flyers elements, and most 
classes could serve as champions in Riders elements. 


